
All About Me!
Name:   
Age:   
Birthday:   
I would like to be a   
when I grow up. 
My teacher is:  

Write your superhero name here! 
 

My favourite things.
Food:   
TV show:   
Film:   
Book:   
Sport:   
Holiday:   
Animal:   
Place:  

My family!

This is me!

I like school because: 
 
 
 
  
My hobbies are: 
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Interview Questions
Who lived in your house when you were growing up?

Where did you live as a child and has this changed?

What did you typically eat in a day?

What games did you play with your friends?

What was your favourite toy?

What was your favourite book?

What was your favourite subject at school?

What was your favourite music to listen to?

Who was your best friend when you were a child?

Did you have any pets? What were they?

What was on TV when you were a child?

visit twinkl.comPage 1 of 2
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Who did you want to meet when you were a child?

What did you want to be when you were older?

What was your first job?

How has life changed since you were a child?

Additional Questions
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HA Resource Hub Submission Form 

Resource Title: Leeds Museums and Galleries #Museum from Home 

videos: Ancient Greeks week (KS2 History, Literacy, STEM) 

Age Range: 

KS2 

Author name and email contact: *NB This form 

will be published along with your resource, so please 

choose an email address that you do not mind 

making public, or leave blank if you would rather not 

be contacted about your resource.  

Leeds Museums and Galleries 

Discovery.centre@leeds.gov.uk  

 

 

Resource Details: (e.g. how many documents does 

it consist of? In which order?)  

Leeds Museums and Galleries are producing a 

video each weekday looking at a different object 

from our Primary School Loans boxes. Each week’s 

videos have a different topic, and are accessible via 

the Leedsmuseums Youtube channel.  

Each set of videos are accompanied by a 

downloadable sheet of additional links, resources 

and activity ideas, see below. 

Necessary prior learning to complete this: 

Videos can be used to start a topic, or at any 

point throughout the topic to consolidate and 

add to learning.  

What does it lead to next?  

Resources and activity/discussion suggestions are 

available on a downloadable sheet for each set of 

videos. 

Most topics are also supported by resources and 

information on MyLearning.org, which is free to 

access. 

Explanation: How should this resource be used?  

These videos are designed to be a versatile support to learning in the classroom, and a way of bringing 

object based teaching and learning to you remotely. There are 4 or 5 videos of just over 2 minutes for 

each topic. They aim to cover a range of themes within the topic, so can be used together as a starter to 

a topic, or alternatively can be used separately to introduce or consolidate each theme. The videos 

cover history, geography and science topics. They often build on learning from previous videos in the 

topic.  

Each week is accompanied with discussion ideas, activity ideas and additional links to resources to build 

on the learning introduced by the video.  

There are also links to artworks, and suggestions of cross curricular links where possible.  

Video links: Ancient Greeks week (KS2 History, Literacy, enquiry skills, STEM) 

1. Video about the goddess Demeter: https://youtu.be/n_sABUOUAnI 

2. Greek coins video: https://youtu.be/PdS5fcOKrUc  

3. Video about the god Dionysus: https://youtu.be/Pv7W7fpUCqc 

4. Greek clothing and hairstyles: https://youtu.be/5EHBsk-21Yc 

 

mailto:Discovery.centre@leeds.gov.uk
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About 250,000,000 years ago

Mesozoic Era



15,000BC – 2,500BC

Stone Age



3,000BC – 800BC

Bronze Age



800BC – AD43

Iron Age



800BC – AD43

The Celts



AD43 – AD410

Romans in Britain



AD449 – AD1066

Anglo-Saxons



AD793 – AD1066

Vikings



AD1066 – AD1154

Normans



AD1154 – AD1485

Middle Ages



AD1485 – AD1603

Tudors



AD1603 – AD1714

Civil War and Revolution



AD1665 – AD1666

The Great Plague of London



AD1666 – AD1666

The Great Fire of London



AD1714 – AD1830

Georgians



AD1714 – AD1837

Empire and Sea Power



AD1760 – AD1820 (approx.)

The Industrial Revolution



AD1837 – AD1901

Victorians



First World War: 1914 – 1918
Second World War: 1939 - 1945

World Wars



1945 – Present Day

Modern Britain







Who Is This?

King Edward VIII

King Henry VIII

King Henry VII



What's the Answer?
How many wives did he have?

Two

Six

Eight

Who was his famous daughter?

Elizabeth I 

Elizabeth II 

Elizabeth III



Who Is This?

Mother Maria  

Mother Mary

Mother Teresa



What's the Answer?
In what country did she do most of her work?

Being a business woman

Being the prime minister

Being kind and doing charity work 

What is she known for?

England

Africa

India



Who Is This?

William Wordsworth

William Shakespeare 

William Morris



What's the Answer?
What is William Shakespeare famous for?

Writing plays 

Writing novels

Writing programmes 

Where was Shakespeare born?

London

Stratford-upon-Avon

Burton upon Trent



Who Is This?

Leonardo da Monet

Leonardo da Caprio

Leonardo da Vinci



What's the Answer?
What is Leonardo da Vinci famous for?

Water Lilies

Mona Lisa

The Girl With a 
Pearl Earring

Which one of these did he create?

He was a composer

He was a poet

He was an artist 



Who Is This?

Queen Catherine

Queen Victoria 

Queen Mary



What's the Answer?
How long did she reign as Queen of England?

53 years

63 years

23 years

Queen Victoria named herself the Empress of 
another country. Which one?

United States

France

India



Who Is This?

Mary Seacole

Florence Nightingale 

Queen Elizabeth



What's the Answer?
What is she famous for?

Improving salaries for soldiers 

Improving hygiene and cleanliness 
in hospitals 

Improving the nursing uniform

What is Florence Nightingale thought to be 
responsible for?

Being a nurse 

Being a nun

Being a queen



Who Is This?

Michael Jackson

Mohammad Ali 

Martin Luther King



What's the Answer?
Where was Mohammad Ali born?

England

United States

Africa

When talking about his boxing style, it 
was said that Ali would “float like a 
butterfly and sting like a _______”

Scorpion

Bee

Wasp



Who Is This?

Nelson Mandela

Admiral Nelson

Nelson Smith



What's the Answer?
Where was Nelson Mandela President?

Human rights for all.

Everyone to wear bright clothes.

Everyone to dance.

What did Mandela work hard to achieve 
in his country?

Malaysia

United States

South Africa 





HA Resource Hub Submission Form 

Resource Title: Stone Age to Iron Age Houses: continuity and change Age Range:  Key Stage 2 

Author name and email contact: 

Alf Wilkinson 

Sue.alf@btopenworld.com  

Resource Details: (e.g. how many documents does 

it consist of? In which order?)  

Activity with photographs 

 

Necessary prior learning to complete this: 

Some work on Stone Age to Iron Age life – but 

not essential 

What does it lead to next?  

Could compare these three houses to their own – 

change over time 

 

Explanation: How should this resource be used?  

Look carefully at each of the houses in turn. What are they made of? What would they be like to live 

in? Can you arrange them in Chronological Order?  [Mesolithic; Neolithic and Celtic or Iron Age]  

Use the grid to compare the three houses. What has changed over 10,000 years? What has stayed the 

same? We are good as historians at talking about change, but not so good at spotting similarities. This 

activity shows us that the continuities are perhaps stronger than the changes. 

 

mailto:Sue.alf@btopenworld.com


Spring 2014    The Historical Association   Primary History 66    

What is 
the roof 
made of?

What are 
the walls 
made of? 

What is 
the door 
made of?

What 
are the 
windows 
made of?

Is there a 
chimney?

What 
would it 
be like to 
live in?

Anything 
else 
you can 
notice?

Stone Age bronze Age Iron Age 

Houses have changed because:

Houses have stayed the same because:

This activity is designed to explore Overview, and look specifically at continuity and change.

Use the pictures of houses opposite to fill in the grid below:

       Houses from Stone Age to Iron Age



   Primary History 66    Spring 2014    The Historical Association    

Below
Excavations at Kingsmead 
Quarry, Horton, in 2008 
revealed evidence for 
occupation during the 
Neolithic period (4000-
2400 BC). The remains of a 
building, dated to between 
3800 and 3650 BC, were 
found and represent one of 
England’s oldest houses. A 
further three structures of the 
same date have been found 
on the site so far.
Karen Nichols from the 
Wessex Archaeology Graphics 
Team has reconstructed one 
of the buildings in 3D.

Celtic roundhouses at the Museum of Wales

Mesolithic

INTERACTIVE PRINT

SCAN ME

SCAN ME Layar.indd   1 03/09/2013   10:31



   
 
 

HA Resource Hub Submission Form 

Resource Title: Leeds Museums and Galleries #Museum from Home 

videos (Romans Week) 

Age Range: 

KS2 

Author name and email contact: *NB This form 

will be published along with your resource, so please 

choose an email address that you do not mind 

making public, or leave blank if you would rather not 

be contacted about your resource.  

Leeds Museums and Galleries 

Discovery.centre@leeds.gov.uk  

 

 

Resource Details: (e.g. how many documents does 

it consist of? In which order?)  

Leeds Museums and Galleries are producing a 

video each weekday looking at a different object 

from our Primary School Loans boxes. Each week’s 

videos have a different topic, and are accessible via 

the Leedsmuseums Youtube channel.  

Each set of videos are accompanied by a 

downloadable sheet of additional links, resources 

and activity ideas, see below. 

Necessary prior learning to complete this: 

Videos can be used to start a topic, or at any 

point throughout the topic to consolidate and 

add to learning.  

What does it lead to next?  

Resources and activity/discussion suggestions are 

available on a downloadable sheet for each set of 

videos. 

Most topics are also supported by resources and 

information on MyLearning.org, which is free to 

access. 

Explanation: How should this resource be used?  

These videos are designed to be a versatile support to learning in the classroom, and a way of bringing 

object based teaching and learning to you remotely. There are 4 or 5 videos of just over 2 minutes for 

each topic. They aim to cover a range of themes within the topic, so can be used together as a starter to 

a topic, or alternatively can be used separately to introduce or consolidate each theme. The videos 

cover history, geography and science topics. They often build on learning from previous videos in the 

topic.  

Each week is accompanied with discussion ideas, activity ideas and additional links to resources to build 

on the learning introduced by the video.  

There are also links to artworks, and suggestions of cross curricular links where possible.  

Video links - Roman week (KS2 History, Enquiry skills) 

1. Introduction to Romans in Yorkshire https://youtu.be/mOYydyBqPPo  

2. Roman appearance https://youtu.be/Z9pfi7JRL2E 

3. Roman houses https://youtu.be/CzOm8UwdXBk  

4. Roman religion https://youtu.be/LPShkFOb3b8  

5. Roman dinner time https://youtu.be/eazNDRIEptY 

6. Roman pets https://youtu.be/3a4VrOhLkYA 

mailto:Discovery.centre@leeds.gov.uk
https://youtu.be/mOYydyBqPPo
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https://www.mylearning.org/stories/the-romans-in-leeds/979
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o 

 

 

bruised beans, two modii, chickens, twenty, a hundred apples, if you can find nice 

ones, a hundred or two hundred eggs, if they are for sale there at a fair price. … 

8 sextarii of fish-sauce … a modius of olives …] 

 

https://youtu.be/Gjj_-CPxjCM
https://www.mylearning.org/stories/the-raging-romans-/439
https://youtu.be/eazNDRIEptY
https://www.mylearning.org/stories/the-raging-romans-/438
https://romaninscriptionsofbritain.org/inscriptions/TabVindol302
https://youtu.be/3a4VrOhLkYA


   
 
 

 

 

 

 



   
 
 

HA Resource Hub Submission Form 

Resource Title: Leeds Museums and Galleries #Museum from Home 

videos – Stone Age and Bronze Age (Prehistory) 

Age Range: 

KS2 

Author name and email contact: *NB This form 

will be published along with your resource, so please 

choose an email address that you do not mind 

making public, or leave blank if you would rather not 

be contacted about your resource.  

Leeds Museums and Galleries 

Discovery.centre@leeds.gov.uk  

 

 

Resource Details: (e.g. how many documents does 

it consist of? In which order?)  

Leeds Museums and Galleries are producing a 

video each weekday looking at a different object 

from our Primary School Loans boxes. Each week’s 

videos have a different topic, and are accessible via 

the Leedsmuseums Youtube channel.  

Each set of videos are accompanied by a 

downloadable sheet of additional links, resources 

and activity ideas, below. 

Necessary prior learning to complete this: 

Videos can be used to start a topic, or at any 

point throughout the topic to consolidate and 

add to learning.  

What does it lead to next?  

Resources and activity/discussion suggestions are 

available on a downloadable sheet for each set of 

videos. 

Most topics are also supported by resources and 

information on MyLearning.org, which is free to 

access. 

Explanation: How should this resource be used?  

These videos are designed to be a versatile support to learning in the classroom, and a way of 

bringing object based teaching and learning to you remotely. There are 4 or 5 videos of just over 2 

minutes for each topic. They aim to cover a range of themes within the topic, so can be used together 

as a starter to a topic, or alternatively can be used separately to introduce or consolidate each theme. 

The videos cover history, geography and science topics. They often build on learning from previous 

videos in the topic.  

Each week is accompanied with discussion ideas, activity ideas and additional links to resources to 

build on the learning introduced by the video.  

There are also links to artworks, and suggestions of cross curricular links where possible.  

Video links – Stone Age and Bronze Age (Prehistory) 

1. Palaeolithic and Neolithic Axes: https://youtu.be/BvmfTUQQb98  

2. Hafted Neolithic Axe with Real Deer Antler: https://youtu.be/7QpKpWz5Uqc  

3. Flint Arrow Heads: https://youtu.be/x1CREgqTE1k 

4. Bronze Age Axe Hammer: https://youtu.be/i0nsSEnyDpU  

5. Bronze Axe Heads and Moulding: https://youtu.be/6aVGEUpVEQA  

mailto:Discovery.centre@leeds.gov.uk
https://youtu.be/BvmfTUQQb98
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https://youtu.be/6aVGEUpVEQA
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HA Resource Hub Submission Form 

Resource Title: Take one image- Viking times Age Range: 8-11 

Author name and email contact: 

Paul Bracey 

Paul.Bracey@northampton.ac.uk  

 

Resource Details: (e.g. how many documents does 

it consist of? In which order?)  

A4 Activity sheet (Resource 1) 

You need a primary school history textbook (easily 

purchased online) or website related to  

The Vikings -include towns, trade, artwork, village 

life to show that focusing on raids does not tell us 

everything about them 

 Haswari, R.(Ed) (2018)Find out ! The Vikings. New 

York: Penguin Random House 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/ztyr9j6 

 

 

Necessary prior learning to complete this: 

Nothing required  

However, it is appropriate to say something 

about re-enactments. They are very popular both 

in schools and with organisations such as English 

Heritage and are great fun. However, we need to 

ask ourselves how far a re-enactment tells us 

about the time especially as it typically focuses 

on one event. 

 

What does it lead to next?  

You could look at aspects of the time of the Vikings 

in depth. 

 

 

Explanation: How should this resource be used?  

Step 1: Share the question - your child is going to look at a picture and decide how well it tells them 

about when the Vikings lived. 

Step 2: Ask your child to put aside anything they know about the topic  and look at the picture and 

pick out the 3 adjectives which sum up what it tells us.( The picture is a role play event of a Viking 

battle with the Anglo-Saxons) 

Step 3: Your child should justify their choice of words on the sheet 

Step 4: Find out what you child knows about this time and how well they think the picture sums up 

what life was like for everyone. 

mailto:Paul.Bracey@northampton.ac.uk
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/ztyr9j6


Step 5: Spend the next few hours or days reading/find out about the lives of different people's lives in 

and events in Viking times. Here are some suggestions  

- the Vikings as raiders and invaders  e.g. battles with the Anglo Saxons  

- the Vikings as explorers, traders and craftsmen 

-  the lives of different men and women in Viking times -  jobs, homes, towns and countryside 

You do not have to cover everything about the time but enough to show something about the lives of 

different people. 

Step 5: Go back to your sheet and ask your child to look back at the picture again and decide how far 

they think it sums up the lives of people at the time. Ask them if they have changed their mind and 

why. 

Special note: You can use this approach with any topic - however it needs to be followed up by 

looking at different peoples' lives at a that time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Take one image - How much does this photograph tell us 

about the Vikings? 

.  

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Vikings_fight.JPG 

GNU Free Documentation License. 

 

Re-enactments are role play activities in which people pretend to be living during a period or event 

in the past. What does this picture suggest? Look at the word below and decide which three sum up 

the picture and complete the sentences below- 

 

Rich              poor                       colourful                  fun                    dangerous  

 

happy          sad                         busy                          nice                   horrible 

Any word or words which you would prefer.................................. 

 

1. I have chosen................... because.................................................................................. .... 

2. I have chosen....................because........................................................................................ 

3. I have chosen....................because.................................................................................. .......... 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Vikings_fight.JPG
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Commons:GNU_Free_Documentation_License,_version_1.2


Activity 2: Now find out about the time when the Vikings lived using a textbook or website 

 

Activity 3: How well does the photograph sum up the time of the Vikings? Choose one of the 

following  

- very well 

- partially 

-  not at all 

Complete the following but avoid copying information from texts 

I have chosen ...................................................because............................................................... 

...................................................................................................................................................... 

............................................................................................................................. ........................... 

 

Have I changed my mind since activity 1? Give a reason for your decision 

............................................................................................................................. .................................. 

................................................................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................................. ..................................... 
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Children in the UK
Cut out the mini book and fold along the dotted lines. Then cut out the fact boxes and stick them around the children you think they 
apply to. Complete your mini book by finding out the dates of the Acts of Parliament affecting children and ordering those as a timeline 
on your middle page. To finish your book, fold the outer flaps inwards and cut out the title page, or make your own, to stick to the front.

twinkl.com



Rich boys go to school 
from the age of 10. 

Rich girls are educated 
at home.

Children are 
vaccinated against 
numerous illnesses 

and diseases. 

There are no health and safety 
measures in place to protect 

children in dangerous environments 
– many are killed and injured. 

Children cannot 
start full-time 

work until they 
are 16.   

Children from poor 
families go to work for up 
to 16 hours a day, 6 days 

a week. 

Education is 
compulsory up 
to the age of 16.  

Children are paid for their 
work at much lower rates 

than adults.

Children’s 
basic rights are 
recognised and 

protected.

The youngest age a child 
can start part-time work 

is 13.  

Many children 
from poor 

families didn’t 
own any shoes.

Children worked in the 
mines, factories and 

sweeping chimneys. They 
were often given the worst 
jobs in terrible conditions. 

Children have no 
protection against 
illness and disease.  

Children from poor 
families must work 

to earn money.   

Established charities provide 
help for children in need in a 

huge variety of ways.  

All children in 
the UK have 
access to free 
medical care.   

Year ______ The Mines Act prevents children under 10 
from working in the mines.

Year ______ A law bans children under 10 from work-
ing as chimney sweeps.

Year ______ Schools made free to attend.

Year ______
A law introduced saying that all children 
had to attend school between the ages of 

5-10.

Year ______ The Factory Act stops children between 
9-13 working more than 6.5 hrs a day. 

Year ______ School leaving age raised to 12

twinkl.com



Children Now and in 
Victorian Times

Design your own front 
cover!



1820 2020

Children in the UK Answers
Cut out the mini book and fold along the dotted lines. Then cut out the fact boxes and stick them around the children you think they apply to. 
Complete your mini book by finding out the dates of the Acts of Parliament affecting children and ordering those as a timeline on your middle 
page. To finish your book, fold the outer flaps inwards and cut out the title page, or make your own, to stick to the front.

Year 1834 A law bans children under 10 from work-
ing as chimney sweeps.

Year 1842 The Mines Act prevents children under 10 
from working in the mines.

Year 1844 The Factory Act stops children between 
9-13 working more than 6.5 hrs a day.

Year 1870 Schools made free to attend.

Year 1880
A law introduced saying that all children 
had to attend school between the ages of 

5-10.

Year 1899 School leaving age raised to 12

Rich boys go to school 
from the age of 10. 

Rich girls are educated 
at home.

Children are 
vaccinated against 
numerous illnesses 

and diseases. 

There are no health and safety 
measures in place to protect 

children in dangerous environments 
– many are killed and injured. 

Children cannot 
start full-time 

work until they 
are 16.   

Children from poor 
families go to work for up 
to 16 hours a day, 6 days 

a week. 

Education is 
compulsory up 
to the age of 16.  

Children are paid for their 
work at much lower rates 

than adults.

Children’s 
basic rights are 
recognised and 

protected.

The youngest age a child 
can start part-time work 

is 13.  

Many children 
from poor 

families didn’t 
own any shoes.

Children worked in the 
mines, factories and 

sweeping chimneys. They 
were often given the worst 
jobs in terrible conditions. 

Children have no 
protection against 
illness and disease.  

Children from poor 
families must work 

to earn money.   

Established charities provide 
help for children in need in a 

huge variety of ways.  

All children in 
the UK have 
access to free 
medical care.   
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Rot or Not?

What can archaeological evidence tell us?

Key Stage 2: History

Learning Aims and Outcomes

• To understand what an archaeologist is

• To learn to speak like an archaeologist

• To learn what artefacts survive for archaeologists to find

This activity is designed to be used alongside the other resources relating to Must Farm found at:
https://historicengland.org.uk/services-skills/education/teaching-activities/must-farm-life-in-bronze-age-

cambridgeshire

https://historicengland.org.uk/services-skills/education/teaching-activities/must-farm-life-in-bronze-age-cambridgeshire


We can find out lots about the past by 

looking at archaeological evidence

It's an archaeologist’s job to look 

at evidence, such as artefacts

and buildings, from the past and 

to try and interpret them!

Could YOU be an archaeologist?



Archaeology: The study of the lives of people in the 

past

Evidence: Information to support an 

idea/interpretation

Artefact: Any object made or changed by people

Interpret: To try and explain what something means

Excavate: To dig up and record archaeological 

remains

Learn to speak 

‘archaeologist’

To be an archaeologist you need to 

learn some new words



Pottery

Bones

Metal

Leather

Fabric

Glass

Food
Wood

Imagine you are excavating a 

typical archaeological site in 

Britain

Do you think these artefacts

would

Rot or Not?



Rot Not

Pottery

Bones

Metal

LeatherFabric Glass

Food Wood

How did you do?



So why do archaeologists 

find some artefacts and not 

others?
Not everything that people used in the past survives for archaeologists to 

find.

Many  things simply rot away. Archaeologists call these things ‘organic’. 

To an archaeologist organic means anything made from something living. 

So things made from wood, animal skins, wool or plants are all made from 

organic material.

Organic material eventually rots away because bacteria eats it. Bacteria 

are living things and they need food (organic things), water and air to 

survive just like we do. This is what happens on most archaeological sites.

Rot
×



So why do archaeologists 

find some artefacts and not 

others?
However….

Very occasionally something happens to change this.

One example is at Must Farm in Cambridgeshire. At Must Farm the wood 

and other organic material was buried in soft silty mud in a river bed. 

There is no air underwater or in the muddy river bed so the bacteria 

couldn’t live. This meant that lots of the organic materials such as wood, 

fabric and plants survived for the archaeologists to find.

Not

✓××



Focus on Must Farm:

What would usually rot?

• Look at the following photographs of artefacts from the 

excavation at Must Farm

• For each one decide what would have happened to it on a 

NORMAL archaeological site. Would it rot or not?

• When you’ve done this for all of them try to work of what 

percentage of the artefacts from Must Farm would have 

been lost.

• What impact would that have on the archaeologists 

interpretation of the site?



Focus on Must Farm:

What would usually rot?

A wheel made of 

wood

Rot or Not?

A pottery bowl

Rot or Not?



Focus on Must Farm:

What would usually rot?

Bronze (metal)

sickles for cutting

Rot or Not?

Part of a wooden 

bucket

Rot or Not?



Focus on Must Farm:

What would usually rot?

Animal bones

Rot or Not?

A bronze (metal) 

axe head

Rot or Not?



Focus on Must Farm:

What would usually rot?

Parts of the 

wooden roof

Rot or Not?

Fabric made 

from tree bark

Rot or Not?



Focus on Must Farm:

What would usually rot?

Plant fibres spun 

in to thread

Rot or Not?

Beads made 

from amber, 

glass & jet

Rot or Not?



Focus on Must Farm:

What would usually rot?

How did you do?

ROT NOT



Focus on Must Farm:

What would usually rot?

So how much less evidence would the 

archaeologists have had if  Must Farm 

had been a normal site?

5
10

1
2

50%



Focus on Must Farm:

What would usually rot?

How do you think losing half of their 

evidence would affect the archaeologists 

interpretation of what went on at Must 

Farm?



Rot or Not?

Extension Activity 

Would archaeologists find this in-

Object What is it made from? 10 

years?

50 

years?

100 

years?

1000 

years?

Your house:

An archaeological site of the future?



Find more teaching resources at:

HistoricEngland.org.uk/Education

https://historicengland.org.uk/services-skills/education/
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